Coach Manual
(revised May 2015)

Mission Statement
Provide professional life coaching globally for women
emerging from challenging situations who are seeking to
transform their lives.

The purpose of this document is to define and describe One to One ~
Women Coaching Women’s unique Coaching Model and Method. We
strive to provide quality services to all our clients by providing training
and supportive services for our coaches. The Coach Manual details who
we are as an organization, what services we offer our coaches and our
clients, and how we consistently deliver our services.
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The One to One Model
Introduction
One to One ~ Women Coaching Women (also known as One to One)
has developed a focused-model of coaching, in which the client brings
the content for her coaching and the coach provides the structure in
which the client can clarify her own goals and action steps.
The One to One model serves two primary customers: the women we
coach and the coaches who volunteer. The model is built on the
foundational skill of fully listening, the belief in the innate brilliance of
the women we coach, a committed focus on the client’s agenda, as well
as having measureable outcomes.
We believe that listening to a woman without interruption respectfully
allows her to access and trust her own brilliance and inner knowing.
We are not listening for the past, the problem, or the patters; we are
listening for her desires, solutions, and celebrations.
We believe that when a woman trusts herself she can accomplish
anything. Coaching is a powerful relationship where one woman holds
that belief for another until she herself can consistently access it. We
do this by insisting that the client set her own agenda and encouraging
her to look even more deeply into her intuitive desires.
The One to One model is designed to provide measurable outcomes for
the benefit and use of the individual client and the organization as a
whole. Each woman can celebrate her progress and leave the coaching
relationship knowing what she has accomplished and what she still
wants. The organization consistently monitors our services and thus
can make small corrections as needed so that we continually provide
improved services to our clients and our coaches.
The One to One model honors our women coaches. We are committed
to nurturing and contributing to each of them, all of who are
professionally trained and volunteer their time, skills, and energy. One
to One coaches are committed to our mission and model, and adhere to
the coaching core competencies and ethics of the International Coach
Federation (ICF). One to One provides professional training and
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development opportunities, in addition to a supportive coaching
community for our coaches.

Our Beginnings
In the autumn of 2004, One to One started coaching our first clients.
The vision of One to One was conceived by Susie Strauss and created
through the collaboration with two other women coaches who wanted
to bring pro bono life coaching to women from diverse socio-economic
and cultural backgrounds who couldn’t otherwise afford this
transformative opportunity.
Women are often too busy taking care of everyone else in their lives
and find themselves on the bottom of their list. We believe that if
women, especially those in transition and who have experienced
difficult upbringings and challenging present situations, have someone
else in their lives to listen fully to them without any personal agenda
and without any judgment, the women will begin to listen to
themselves and truly believe in themselves. That they will then find
their inner strengths and realize they can accomplish whatever they
desire.
After the initial development of the program components, other women
coaches were invited to participate in this unique coaching and
community building experience.

Our Board of Directors
One to One’s Board of Directors is made up of women who are
passionate about contributing to creating a better world for others.
They strongly believe in the transformative powers of life coaching and
have a deep desire to see more women have their own coaches.
They bring a myriad of skill to the board meetings—including
organizational development, non-profit involvement, counseling,
therapy, coaching, teaching, educational leadership, and business
experience to name a few assets.
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Our board members are asked to serve a three-year term, to advise
and support the Leadership Team as needed, to financially contribute to
One to One, to participate in an annual Board Strategic Planning
Retreat, to participate in monthly board meetings, and to promote the
One to One mission into their own communities.

Our Leadership Team
One to One has a Leadership Team that manages the day-to-day
operation of the organization. This team consists of an Executive
Director, a Client Services Director, a Coach Services Director, a
Communications Director, and a Development Director. Other
individuals are brought into the team from time to time to lead in areas
such as conference planning or other special projects. In addition One
to One contracts a part time Administrative Assistant and a part time
Bookkeeper.

Criteria and Requirements for Our Clients
Criteria
One to One clients often find themselves overwhelmed with the
obligations, choices, and responsibilities they face. The presence of a
supportive relationship makes it easier for them to move forward with
confidence and success. One to One serves women from challenging
backgrounds or situations across the United States and all over the
world.
We recognize our clients as experts on their own lives, and we work
with them to identify and pursue what they want in all areas of their
lives. Our clients become more proactive and focused as a result of the
coaching experience, both in daily life and major life decisions.
A One to One client must meet certain financial criteria (this does not
apply to clients participating in our Caregivers of Wounded Veterans
Program) however, more importantly, she must be able to follow
through with her commitments and have previously demonstrated
motivation to improve her life and a readiness to affect these changes.
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Requirements
 Is self-supportive or in a school or training program. This can
include women who are receiving government funds and are
actively in the process of moving towards being financially
independent
 Is transitioning into an independent life style and is in adequate
housing and not involved in legal matters
 Is willing to commit to participate in 26 weekly calls (for a
minimum of 45 minutes) within approximately a 7 month period
 Is willing to fill out and answer pre- and post-assessments and
mid- and final evaluations, thus demonstrating a certain level of
literacy
 Speaks English well enough to communicate personal desires and
stories with her coach, unless a bi-lingual coach is available
 Has shown some level of ability to follow through with
commitments; has demonstrated motivation to improve her life
and has achieved some level of success
 Has access to a phone, privacy, and time availability for the calls
 Has been screened and has been determine that she can
potentially benefit from a coaching partnership
 If substance abuse has been an issue, has celebrated at least one
year of sobriety
 If has a history of acute mental illness or suicide attempt(s), has
at least one year of increased functionality and treatment for
emotional problems
 If a client is in therapy at the time of entering coaching,
understands that coaching is in addition to and not a substitute
for therapy
 Has an annual income of $24,000 or less. (One to One also takes
into consideration the number of dependents and the cost of
living in the area where she lives, which could determine she is
within the local poverty range.)
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Criteria and Requirements for Our Coaches
Criteria
One to One coaches are professionally trained life coaches who have
completed coach training from an ICF accredited coaching program.
They volunteer their time and services as One to One coaches.
Our coaches are provided with monthly professional training calls for
which they earn CCE credits, along with a Coach Professional
Development Weekend. Mentoring, Triad Coaching, and Peer Group
Support services are provided to enhance the professional development
of our coaches. Our coaches are committed to the goal of opening the
doors of opportunity for the women they coach.

Requirements
 Commits to One to One and its vision and principles in writing
 Completes necessary pre-coaching paperwork (Coach Agreement
and Coach Data form)
 Participates in the program by providing no cost services
 Participates in the program’s research component and is part of
the process that demonstrates the efficacy of the use of coaching
for improving the lives of our clients
 Has completed coach training from a recognized ICF training
program or has the equivalent training and experience whose
acceptance will be determined by the Coach Services Director of
One to One
 Commits to 26 weekly calls (for a minimum of 45 minutes) with a
client for approximately a 7 month period
 Serves One to One clients with a high regard for their innate
brilliance
 If cannot attend a coaching call, informs the client in sufficient
time and makes arrangements to reschedule, preferably within 24
hours
 Agrees to two mentor check-ins while coaching her initial One to
One client and additionally if some difficulty, problem, or
celebration arises in working with a client or with One to One as
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an organization. With subsequent clients, agrees to check in with
mentor on an as needed basis.
Contacts client within one week of receiving the referral, or if
unable, will notify the Client Services Director of One to One of
the delay in contact
Contacts Client Services and the Administrative Assistant when
first contact with new client has been made
Calls client for her coaching sessions
Participates in at least 6 monthly professional training calls either
in person or by accessing the recorded call
Adheres to all ICF ethics while coaching for One to One
Is responsible for completion and submission of all required One
to One paperwork for each client (pre- and post-assessments,
mid-term and final evaluation) as well as the monthly Client
Session Log and Final Coach Evaluation
Agrees to not solicit their One to One client as a private client
(either paying or at no charge)
Listens to the coach orientation call (on the website) before they
begin working with their first One to One clients, and periodically
as a reminder of the One to One model
Agrees to participate in the fundraising efforts of One to One,
minimally making a personal donation of a self-determined
amount

Criteria and Requirements for Our Partner Organizations
One to One looks for partnerships with those community agencies and
programs that provide supportive services to women and their families.
We also work with individual professionals who recognize the benefits
of their clients receiving life coaching as a way to sustain and enhance
their client’s successes.
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Client Agreement
I,
understand that my participation in
One to One ~ Women Coaching Women (also known as One to One) is voluntary
and that as a participant I agree to the following conditions:
1.

I understand that I will be receiving Life Coaching services
from One to One free of charge.

2.

I commit to participate in the full six to seven months of the
program. This includes 26 coaching calls of a minimum of
30 minutes each with my coach unless I have made prior
arrangements.

3.

I understand that One to One has a 24-hour cancellation
policy if I need to reschedule my call, and I agree to call my
coach as soon as possible if I have an unexpected
emergency. I understand that if I miss two coaching sessions
without communication with my coach, our coaching
agreement will terminate.

4.

I agree to complete all paperwork and understand that the
information may be used to obtain funding for One to One.
One to One will take reasonable precautions to protect my
confidentiality. However, I understand that confidentiality in
the Life Coaching relationship is limited. Confidentiality does
not apply to certain crimes that have either been committed
or are planning to be committed. Such crimes may need
to be reported to legal authorities. I also understand that my
coach may consult with other Life Coaching professionals
including colleagues with One to One for training and
development purposes; and that in all information shared,
my confidentiality will be reasonably protected.

5.

I understand that I will be receiving Life Coaching from my
coach and that Life Coaching is a relationship that will assist
me in establishing short-range and long-range goals and in
creating multiple action plans to achieve those goals. I
understand that the Life Coaching relationship is designed to
assist me in improving the quality of my life.

6.

I understand that Life Coaching is not a substitute for
counseling, psychotherapy, mental health care or substance
abuse counseling/ treatment. I recognize that I am seeing
this professional as a Life Coach and not as a licensed mental
health professional.
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7.

If I am currently in therapy, or under the care of a mental
health professional, I have consulted with that person
regarding the advisability of my working with a Life Coach.

8.

I will not use Life Coaching instead of professional medical
advice, therapy, legal counsel, accounting assistance,
business consultation, or spiritual guidance and for each of
these areas I will contact the appropriate professionals.

9.

I agree to release and hold harmless One to One and its
officers, directors, employees and agents, from any liability,
loss or claim, both at law and in equity, which I, or my
personal representatives, heirs and assigns have against
One to One or its officers, directors, employees and agents
with respect to my participation and relationship with One
to One contemplated in this Agreement.

This agreement shall be construed and governed in accordance with the
laws of the state of North Carolina.

SIGNATURE

DATE

PRINTED NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

ST

ZIP

Your electronic or faxed signature will be accepted and
retained in the One to One files.
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Coach Agreement
I,
understand that by signing this agreement I am agreeing to be a full
participating coach with One to One ~ Women Coaching Women (One to One) which includes the following
items:
1.

I agree that all information I provide to One to One regarding my education, training and experience in
coaching is accurate and that One to One may use such information as it deems appropriate.

Working with One to One Clients
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

I understand that I am participating in a One to One program and thus agree to coach my client(s) each
for 26 sessions, a minimum of 45 minutes per week for no more than seven months.
I agree to contact my client within one week after being assigned to her and then to inform One to One
of that contact.
I will discuss the parameters of life coaching and the One to One Model with each of the clients assigned
to me at the beginning of our coaching relationship.
I will contact my Mentor and arrange two mentoring sessions during the coaching of my first One to One
client and will immediately contact my One to One mentor if I find myself or a client having any difficulties
while participating in this program so that the difficulty can be addressed and remedied as soon as
possible.
I agree to assist all One to One clients to have a post-coaching plan (What’s Next? document) before
terminating our coaching relationship.
I agree to no self-referrals following the 26 sessions, no private coaching, for a minimum of 4 months, and
to never initiate continued coaching with an existing or previous One to One client.

Coach Requirements and Training
8. I will participate in a minimum of 6 of the monthly training teleconference calls that are offered by One to
One per year.
9. I will read the One to One Model and agree to coach my One to One client(s) using the methods outlined
in this model. This includes completing the required paperwork and evaluations provided by One to One
and returning my monthly Client Session Log in a timely manner.
10. I agree to participate in the required mentoring program as outlined in the mentor guidelines and that
mentor coaches may, at their discretion, discuss matters that come up in mentoring in a confidential
manner.
11. I will conduct myself in a professional and ethical manner, as indicated by ICF professional and ethical
standards.
Other
12. If I choose to participate in the One to One Coach Referral Service or use the Life by Design Workshop
format, I agree to any related fees.
13. I accept that I am offering my time and expertise on a pro bono basis and will not expect nor request any
remuneration of funds from One to One or any of its eligible clients.
14. I agree to release and hold harmless One to One and its officers, directors, employees and agents, from
any liability, loss or claim, both at law and in equity, which I, or my personal representatives, heirs and
assigns have against One to One or its officers, directors, employees and agents with respect to the
performance of my services or affiliation with One to One contemplated in this Agreement.
15. I understand that if this agreement does not work for me, I will give One to One two weeks written notice
of my desire to change the agreement and if possible, we will amend the agreement pursuant to a mutual
understanding; otherwise either of us may terminate this agreement at any time upon two weeks written
notice to the other.
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16. This agreement shall be construed and governed in accordance with the laws of the state of North
Carolina.

Name

Signature

Date

Address/City/State/Zip

Your electronic or faxed signature will be accepted and retained in the One to One files.
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Services We Offer Our Clients
Life Coaching
 26 weekly life coaching sessions in 7 months, provided at no cost
for eligible women, where the coaches call their clients at a
mutually scheduled time
 Pre- and post-assessments to measure the impact of coaching on
the life of each client
 Mid-term and Final Evaluations to inform One to One of the
quality of our services and how to continually improve the quality
of our services
 A Post-Coaching Plan

Coaching Caregivers of Wounded Veterans
 26 life coaching sessions in 8 months, provided at no cost for
eligible women, where the coaches call their clients at a mutually
scheduled time
 Pre- and post-assessments to measure the impact of coaching on
the life of each client
 Mid-term and Final Evaluations to inform One to One of the
quality of our services and how to continually improve the quality
of our services
 A Post-Coaching Plan

Coach Referral Service
 Reduced fee coaching for those inquiring women who do not
meet the financial criteria of One to One and for those clients
wanting additional coaching after their 26 pro bono sessions
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Life by Design Workshop (original format)
 A workshop curriculum created in 2008 by One to One ~ Women
Coaching Women that can be presented in person by One to One
coaches in various community settings for potential, current, or
former clients. This workshop provides coaching tools and
strategies for clarity of desires and goals, action plans, powerful
speaking, and celebrations.

Life by Design Workshop (teleconference format)
 A workshop curriculum re-formatted in 2014 by One to One ~
Women Coaching Women that can be presented in person by One
to One coaches in various community settings for potential,
current, or former clients. This workshop provides coaching tools
and strategies for clarity of desires and goals, action plans,
powerful speaking, and celebrations.

Website Access
 The access to the One to One ~ Women Coaching Women
website is www.onetoonewomen.org
 Pages of particular interest to clients are: Client Guidelines, Our
Stories, Contact Us, Coaching Caregivers of Wounded Veterans,
Our Coaches
 Videos of clients and coaches sharing their stories

Services We Offer Our Coaches
New Coach Orientation
As each coach applies and is accepted she is oriented by the
Coach Services Director to what it means to be a coach for One to
One ~ Women Coaching Women. She is also directed to the
“Coach Process and Guidelines” found in the Appendix on page 56
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and a Coach Orientation Power Point video on our website that
coaches can access through the Coach Portal.

Mentoring (see Appendix page 62 for details)
Each One to One coach is assigned a mentor coach. Mentor
coaches are available to support the growth of our coaches
whenever they are faced with client challenges, their own issues,
or organizational questions. Mentor coaches meet regularly as a
group to check in with one another and discuss the quality and
consistency of the coaching that is provided to our clients.

Triad Coaching
Those Coaches who wish to, may sign up to coach and be
coached by their coach peers in a triad – a coaches b, b coaches
c, c coaches a. This triad coaching is applicable towards ICF paid
coaching hours.

Peer Group Support (see Appendix page 65 for details)
Peer Group Support involves the processing of the inner
experiences of life coaches that are evoked during group support
sessions, in order to help them grow in awareness of their
reactions and responses, to allow them to respond in the most
congruent and free manner, and to maintain a focus of flow with
the highest potential.
Other tasks and benefits may occur through Peer Group Support
sessions in the consultation portion of the session, such as
guiding, consulting, teaching and personal growth; however they
are secondary tasks and occur only after the primary purpose of
professional growth as a coach is served.
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Coach Referral Service (see Appendix page 55 for details)
 Coaches currently providing pro bono coaching to a One to One
client may choose to participate in the Coach Referral Service
program. This reduced fee coaching is for those inquiring women
who do not meet the financial criteria of One to One and for
those clients wanting additional coaching after their 26 pro bono
sessions.

Professional Training Calls
 Monthly professional training calls review the One to One
coaching model, introduce new tools and strategies, and provide
opportunities for discussion among coaches and trainers.
Through participation in these calls coaches become part of an
important and supportive coach community.

CCE Hours for Professional Training Calls
 One to One completes the paperwork to provide CCE hours for all
coaches who participate in the monthly Professional Training Calls.

Newsletter
 Coaches receive a monthly newsletter—Good News! It includes a
message from our Executive Director, a reminder of the monthly
professional training call, contact information for our Leadership
Team, requests from our Virtual Administrative Assistant, and
information about upcoming events.

Website Access
 The access to the One to One ~ Women Coaching Women
website is www.onetoonewomen.org
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 Pages of particular interest to coaches are: Coach Guidelines,
Our Stories, Contact Us, Coaching Caregivers of Wounded
Veterans, and the Coach Portal which provides access to a 10
minute New Coach Orientation video, Important Things to
Remember, Coach forms, Client forms, and Annual Reports.
 Videos of clients and coaches sharing their stories.

Coaches Professional Development Weekend
 Each year (budget permitting) our coaches gather for additional
training and one-on-one time with each another to further
strengthen our coach community. Since we are a virtual,
national/international organization, our only connection is often
via telephone. This weekend is important for deepening the
relationships among our coaches and enhancing our ability to
support one another in this most important work we do—
providing pro bono coaching to eligible women throughout the
world.

CCE hours for Coach Professional Development Weekend
 One to One completes the paperwork to provide CCE hours for all
coaches who participate in the Coach Professional Development
Weekend.

Committee Opportunities
 Coaches have the opportunity to participate in committees such
as social media promotion, monthly training calls, coach
professional development weekend, caregiver’s retreat planning,
marketing, and fundraising.
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Life by Design Workshop (original format)
 A workshop curriculum created in 2008 by One to One ~ Women
Coaching Women that can be presented in person by One to One
coaches in various community settings for potential, current, or
former clients. This workshop provides coaching tools and
strategies for clarity of desires and goals, action plans, powerful
speaking, and celebrations.
 Life by Design workshop training is provided for coaches
interested in using the curriculum in their own community to
introduce coaching to potential clients for One to One or for their
own coaching practice.

Life by Design Workshop (teleconference format)
 A workshop curriculum adapted in 2014 by One to One ~ Women
Coaching Women that can be presented as a teleconference
series of workshops by One to One coaches for potential, current,
or former clients. This workshop provides coaching tools and
strategies for clarity of desires and goals, action plans, powerful
speaking, and celebrations.
 Life by Design workshop training is provided for coaches
interested in using the curriculum in their own community to
introduce coaching to potential clients for One to One or for their
own coaching practice.

Malpractice Insurance
 One to One ~ Women Coaching Women provides liability
insurance for all One to One coaches—limited to the coaching of
One to One clients only.
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The One to One Method
Introduction
One to One coaches are responsible for managing the conversation
during the 26 sessions of coaching. We do that for the purpose of
maximizing the relationship and allowing our clients to receive the most
effective coaching possible in a focused coaching model.
Managing the conversation is a way of redirecting the client back to her
own agenda and assisting her to revisit her desires and goals frequently.
That allows for small adjustments and to bring her back to her larger
goals even when a session is devoted to a current life issue that wasn’t
anticipated.
Managing the conversation is often as simple as asking the client in a
variety of ways if what she is focused on is where she chooses to be
focused. It is also managing the time both within each session and
throughout the 26 sessions. In a focused coaching model, every
session counts and every minute of every session counts.
It is our role as a coach to demonstrate that organization and structure
are valuable life skills. It is also our role to model discernment and
choices. Our clients are often derailed by their current life
circumstances and haven’t yet developed the ability to get back on
track with their longer-range life goals. It is a gift to them for their
coach to refocus them and point out that they can do both—address
the crisis and then return to their goals.
One to One coaches bring multiple skills to each relationship and they
are encouraged to use them and teach them to the other coaches. The
tools and structure mentioned in our model do not comprise all the
tools we use. We do have common coaching skills and structure that
every One to One coach uses to assure quality and continuity for all our
clients.
We have found that the tools and skills, structure, and management of
the conversation, all contribute to the ultimate catalyst for change—the
coaching relationship. When the coach takes responsibility for the
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process, it allows the client to focus on her desires and aptitudes and
sets the stage for deep intimacy in a shorter period of time.

Structure
Though there are recommended guidelines and goals for coaching
sessions, the underlying intent is always to witness our client—
wherever she is in her life. If her immediate life circumstances need
attention and long-range life planning is set aside, we are still providing
important support and validation or our client. We are still achieving
the purpose of One to One of assisting women to achieve sustained
success by creating the life of their dreams.

Roles of the Coach
The One to One coach plays a variety of roles in the process of
managing the coaching relationship to maximize the this important
relationship. Some key roles include:
The Time Keeper—for each session as well as for the 26 sessions
as a whole


The Organizer—the coach provides the basic and ongoing
structure to the calls and role models organization


The Role Model—for life skills, agreement keeping, celebrations,
ending relationships gently, etc.

The Option Giver—the coach offers menus and choices for the
client without attachment to stimulate the client’s own brilliance
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The Witness—of the client’s brilliance, desires, goals, celebrations,
life choices, breakdowns, joy, pain, …. everything


The Maximizer—the coach is the expert in “spit and polish”, the
ability to hand back to the client her own desires, celebrations,
dreams, and brilliance in a way that generates even more
enthusiasm and energy for the client

Emphasis and Awareness
We ask our One to One coaches to have awareness of and to place
special emphasis on:
 The economic and cultural diversity of our clients
 The probability that our clients have little knowledge or
understanding of the coaching process when they begin
 Our clients are ready for change
 Your role(s) as a coach in the One to One model
 The need to offer possibilities and menus to One to One
clients yet to be quick to move out of the way and allow our
clients to choose what they want to work on
 Holding the dual awareness of the One to One client’s dayto-day life situation and her longer-range goals

Preparing your Client for Coaching
While our clients have had contact with One to One before they begin
coaching, most benefit from learning how to be the best possible client
they can be to get the most from the coaching experience. Preparing
your client for coaching can include:
 Assessing her initial readiness for change and continuing
your assessment throughout the 26 sessions (refer to
Prochaska Stages of Change in the Appendix)
 Offering the client the Session Preparation form, and if it
doesn’t resonate, listening carefully at the opening of each
24

session to what needs to emerge, and be fluid enough to
change course is required.
 Being the time keeper of the session and the entire 26
sessions
 Recognizing that honoring the client’s agenda is not the
same as allowing the client to direct the session
 Frequently reviewing agreements and expectations

Pre-Coaching Eligibility Process
Potential clients find One to One ~ Women Coaching Women through
our website, through referral agencies, or through personal referrals
from prior clients. Potential clients are referred to our website to
complete an official Client Interest form.
After One to One receives a Client Interest form, the potential client is
called and a conversation is held for about 30 minutes with the Client
Services Director, in which the client is asked to talk about herself.
The Client Services Director listens for several factors: that she is
motivated to want a bigger/fuller life (however she defines it); that she
is committed to having a bigger/fuller life (has participated in some
assistance or support program, recovery program, and/or in her story
has indicated that she is committed to change in her life); and she has
had some prior success in shifting her life.
She is asked about her income and it is determined if she makes
$24,000 or less a year. Different factors also go into the determination
of financial eligibility, such as other financial concerns in her life, what
part of the country she lives in, other obligations she might have (legal,
medical), etc.

The second part of this phone conversation is the presentation of One
to One, including the following:
 Description of the services provided in 26 weekly sessions for 45
to 60 minutes each provided at no cost to the client
 That the coach calls the client
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 Explanation that coaching is not therapy and that if there appears
to be a need for therapy sometime during the coaching
relationship, her coach will talk to her about this and may
recommend the client seek mental health services
 It is possible that a One to One client has both a coach and a
therapist at the same time, provided coach and therapist are
aware the client is working with both at the same time
If it appears that the interested woman wants to become a One to One
client, and that she would be a good coaching candidate, the following
is then discussed:
 Clients are expected to call or e-mail their coach if she must
cancel or reschedule her session and are asked to give at least 24
hours notice
 If her coach needs to change the session, the coach will adhere
to the same expectations
 That she will be e-mailed or mailed the Welcome to One to One
letter, the Client Data form, and the Client Agreement form, from
the Client Services Director
 She is asked to read, fill out, and sign the latter two forms and
return them back to the Client Services Director (the Client Data
form can be completed on line)
 Once the completed paperwork is received by One to One, she
officially becomes a client and when an available match is found,
she is assigned her coach
 She then receives the pre-assessment forms from our
Administrative Assistant
 These pre-assessment forms will be reviewed with her coach and
returned to the Administrative Assistant when completed.
 During the first 2 sessions with her coach, the client will
complete/review the pre-assessment forms and be introduced to
the Session Preparation form
 In these first 2 sessions the coach informs the client she is in
charge of the content of each session, while her coach will
manage the coaching process
 The client is informed that at about 12 weeks of her coaching she
will receive a Mid-Evaluation form, and at about 24 weeks she will
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receive a Final Evaluation form, both to be completed and
returned to the Administrative Assistant of One to One
The client is informed that towards the end of her 26 sessions,
she will be sent the post-assessment forms to fill out (this will
giver her a comparison to her pre-assessment forms to see her
changes and identify what else she wants to focus on after the
end of her coaching with One to One
The post-assessment forms may or may not be reviewed with the
coach during a coaching session, however the completed postassessment forms must be returned to the Administrative
Assistant of One to One
The client is informed that One to One will use the data from the
pre- and post-assessment forms and the evaluation forms without
any identifying information (her name) on it for future research
and grant reporting purposes
Clients are told to contact the Client Services Director if any
questions or problems arise. However, she is encouraged to talk
with her coach first and try to resolved any issues between them.

The 26 Coaching Sessions
Sessions 1-6:










Establish trust and rapport
Witness the client’s story
Hold her desires and assist her to identify more desires
Begin training her how to be a client
Model behaviors for the client: be revealing, keep
agreements, celebrate
Manage the conversation
Discuss the agreements (expectations) and get her
commitment to them
Introduce the Session Preparation form
Introduce and complete/review the pre-assessment forms
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Sessions 7-22:
 Build on the foundation of trust and rapport
 Witness the client with love and full trust
 Hear her desires and assist her to identify more desires and
goals (create the habit of asking “What do I want?”)
 Keep checking on her progress toward her desires/goals
 Continue training her how to be a client
 Monitor how well you are both keeping the mutually agreed
upon agreements
 Re-negotiate agreements as needed
 Model behaviors for the client: be revealing, keep
agreements, celebrate
 Ensure that the client completes and submits her MidEvaluation form
 Coach takes the opportunity around session 12 to reevaluate the coaching process to date with the client and to
make any needed changes
 Manage the coaching conversations so the client can:
o Get clear about what she wants
o Create multiple ways to achieve her goals/move
toward her desires
o Design actions
o Monitor her progress and stay accountable to herself

Sessions 23-26:
 Model loving closure to a relationship
 Complete the post-assessment forms and the final
evaluation form and submit them to the Administrative
Assistant of One to One as soon as they are completed
 Celebrate any and all progress toward her goals/desires
 Begin to work on her post-coaching plan that ties in with
what’s occurred in coaching and how to keep it alive beyond
the 26 weeks in preparation for finishing the coaching
relationship
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 Offer the client the “What’s Next?” booklet (see Tools and
Resources page 43 for details) as a possible post-coaching
plan or the Final Four Questions (see Tools and Resources
page 54 for details)
 If “What’s Next?” or the “Final Four Questions” does not
work for her, she and her coach will determine an
alternative plan
 Acknowledge the client and share appreciations

Post-Coaching
One to One is planning to implement follow-up conversations with
clients at 6 months and/or 12 months to evaluate the continued impact
of coaching on the lives of our clients.
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Tools and Resources
Review of Agreements (Introduce in Coaching Sessions 1-2)
From You (the Coach):
 Confidentiality except where mandated by law (e.g. abuse,
suicide)
 You contact the client to reschedule 24 hours in advance
 You will be on time, handle distractions, and create privacy for
the coaching session
 You will be candid, honest, and respectful
 You will witness your client without your own agenda
 You will check in with your client often about your coaching style
 You will guide and assist your client to get clear about what she
wants
 You will coach your client for 45-60 minutes per week for 26
sessions or 7 months, whichever comes first
 You will use your coach mentor as outlined in the Mentoring
Guidelines found in the Appendix on page 63
 You will participate in monthly training calls
 You will renegotiate any agreements that no longer work for you
and you will clean up any mess created by your breaking an
agreement
From your Client:







To be available for coaching sessions as scheduled
To give 24 hours notice of need to reschedule (if possible)
To handle distractions and create privacy for the coaching session
To complete all One to One paperwork as requested
To be honest, candid, and share their desires
To report any broken agreements, renegotiate any changes in
agreements, and to clean up any mess
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Best Practices for Agreement Keeping
(Created by OtO coaches in February 2007)

Use the following protocol with each of your clients and tell her in
advance this is what you will do:
 Call client at scheduled time
 If there is no answer, wait 5 minutes and call again
 If the client still does not answer, leave a message saying
you tried to reach her for the scheduled coaching session;
you hope everything is okay; and request she contact you
within a specified time frame to re-schedule
 Ask yourself how clear you were in outlining the original
agreement
 Possibility of stating your personal agreement (not OtO
policy) that you will call the client X number of times and if
the client does not respond, you will assume they are no
longer interested in continuing the coaching relationship
 Review agreements made with the client
 Ask the client, “What do you want?”
 Get clear about what you both want as you move forward in
the coaching relationship
 Acknowledge the impact of their actions on you, being sure
to use “I” statements and that you are not making the client
wrong (e.g. “When I called you for our session on Tuesday
and you were not home, I felt disappointed. Coaching with
you is important to me.”
 Remember that our clients have not typically had people in
their lives who kept agreements with them
 You are a role model for your client and it is an ongoing
opportunity to model agreement keeping and cleaning up
any messes caused by our broken agreements.
 How you handle broken agreements with your client (both
hers and yours) gives her a way she can handle other
broken agreements in her life
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WHEEL of LIFE
CLIENT NAME:

DATE:

Career

Fun/ Recreation

Money/

Personal Growth

Significant Other
/ Romance

Relationships
(Family & Friends)
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WHEEL of LIFE
(Alternative for clients without access to a scanner)

CLIENT NAME:

DATE:

Return this document to One to One (womencoachingwomen@gmail.com) and
we will create the actual graphic representation of your Wheel of Life and send it
back to you.

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT:
WORK / JOB / CAREER:
MONEY / FINANCES:
FUN / RECREATIONS:
PERSONAL GROWTH / SPIRITUALITY:
HEALTH:
SIGNIFICANT OTHER / ROMANCE:
RELATIONSHIPS (FAMILY & FRIENDS):
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Session Preparation Form

NAME

DATE

1. What are my wins and celebrations since our last call? What am I
grateful for?

2. What didn’t I get done, but intended to?

3. What are my current challenges/opportunities (energy drainers)?

4. How do I want to use my coach today, and what do I want to get
out of this call?

5. What did I learn or discover about myself from last week’s call or
during the week? And what are my intentions for those discoveries?
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Prochaska Model Modified for Coaching
(Adapted by Lynn Meinke)
Stage #1:
Prochaska: Pre-Contemplation
Coaching: Not Really Ready
Characteristics:
 You are not aware of the need OR
You are denying the need OR
You are overwhelmed by what it would take to make the change
so it is not a realistic option OR
You think you want to change, but it’s really a should that you
don’t really believe in
What it takes to move from this stage:
 A rude awakening to jolt you out of your complacency
 Increased awareness with a decrease in fear of change
 Natural and gentle growth and development

Stage #2:
Prochaska: Contemplation
Coaching: You’re Getting Serious
Characteristics:
 You’ve become conscious of the situation
 You’re aware that what you do or don’t do has consequences
 You intend to do something, but maybe not for awhile (within 6
months)
 Sometimes called an incubation period: a transition to doing
something; you’re more open to the possibility of change
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What it takes to move from this stage:
 Paying more attention to the consequences of NOT making the
change, which can act as a motivator to move forward and
change
 Increased awareness

Stage #3:
Prochaska: Preparation
Coaching: You Have a Plan
Characteristics:
 You’re getting ready to do something within the next few weeks
(1 month tops)
 You’re paying attention to the specifics of what you want to do
 You’re more aware of the cost of making this change—there will
be some loss
 As you become more aware of the loss, you have internal
negotiation going on about what you are willing to let go of and
what you’re not
 A plan is shaping up and you consider your goals and the realities
of life
 You may be putting your toe in the water to test the water,
seeing what it might be like
What it takes to move from this stage:
 Set a date to actually start
 Understand you plan does to have to be perfect
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Stage #4:
Prochaska: Action
Coaching: You Take Action
Characteristics:
 You’re doing what you said you would
 You probably have some fear and doubts (gremlins)—they are
part of the change
 There is a normal reluctance to change and the more you are
aware of this, the more you will continue on
 Be specific with your plan: it makes it easier to follow (for
example: Monday, Wednesday, and Friday versus 3 times/week)
What it takes to make this stage work:
 Your goals or intentions are a priority
 You plan for some rewards as you move ahead; celebrating each
step

Step #5:
Prochaska: Maintenance
Coaching: Keep At It
Characteristics:
 You’ve been at it for several months or more
 You’re pleased with yourself and what you’ve accomplished
 The TEMPTATION: to believe these changes/habits are so
ingrained you don’t have to pay attention to them. This is when
you go back to the old ways, relapse, or fall off the wagon.
Remedy: keep working on your desires or goals
What it takes to make this stage work:
 Change is more likely to work when you LIFESTYLE supports it
 Being aware that you can slip back into old patterns keeps you on
target
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 If you slip back: get back on track and take notice of what you’ve
learned

Stage #6:
Prochaska: Termination
Coaching: You’ve Done It
Characteristics:
 You’re new behaviors are second-nature—they’ve become
unconscious
 You no longer feel tempted to go back to your old ways—
Congratulations! You’ve Done It!
 Is this a realistic goal?...Maybe. However, the power of old habits
often remains and can reappear, so remember HALT: never to
Hungry, too Angry, too Lonely, or too Tired
 Success is defined as maintaining your change or good habits by
doing them
What it takes to make this stage work:
 Don’t obsess about getting there
 Keep keeping on
 Know that change is a creative process
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CLIENT MID-TERM EVALUATION
CLIENT NAME:

DATE:

COACH NAME:
PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS CANDIDLY
Fro

COMMENTS:

5 = EXTREMELY USEFUL

2 = SLIGHTLY USEFUL

4 = VERY USEFUL

1 = NOT AT ALL USEFUL

3 = MODERATELY USEFUL

2. What impact has the coaching relationship had on your personal and/or life? Please give
examples.

3.

Describe what aspects of coaching are most helpful to you.

4.

Describe some ways this relationship could possibly be more useful to you.

MAY WE USE YOUR NAME AND COMMENTS IN OUR
NO, THANKS

YES, NAME AND COMMENTS

LITERATURE?

YES, COMMENTS ONLY
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CLIENT FINAL EVALUATION
Client Name: ______________________
Coach Name:

Date:

__________________

_____________________

___ Share this with my

coach

___ Do not share with

my

coach
Please answer the following questions candidly
1. After six months of being coached, please rate the usefulness of your life
coaching experience by placing as “X” where appropriate below.
5 = Extremely Useful
4 = Very Useful
3 = Moderately Useful

2 = Slightly Useful
1 = Not At All Useful

Comments:
2. Please give specific examples of changes you have made in your personal and
professional life, or goals you have achieved as a result of your coaching
relationship.

3. Describe what aspects of coaching were most helpful to you.

4. Describe some ways this relationship could possibly have been more useful to
you.

5. Did you accomplish your initial goals, and if so, which ones? If not, what would
have helped you do so?

MAY WE USE YOUR NAME AND COMMENTS IN OUR LITERATURE?
No, Thanks
Yes, Name and Comments
Yes, Comments Only
Please use only my first name not my last name. Thank you!
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FINAL COACHING EVALUATION
COACH NAME:

DATE:

CLIENT NAME:
1 . What did you like most about your experience being a One to One coach?

2 . Please rank the usefulness of the following administrative supports on a scale of 1 to 5.
(5=Extremely Useful; 1=Not at all Useful)
EMAIL COMMUNICATION
MENTORING OPPORTUNITIES
MONTHLY COACH COMMUNITY CALLS
PAPERWORK (OVERALL USEFULNESS TO CLIENT IN COACHING RELATIONSHIP)

_____PRE- AND POST-ASSESSMENT FORMS
QUALITY OF LIFE SCALE

CLIENT EVALUATION FORMS

WHEEL OF LIFE

SESSION PREPARATION FORM

COMMENTS:

3. What can we do in the future to better prepare Coaches for the One to One experience
in Orientation, Training and otherwise?

4. From your perspective, what contributed to the success of your client’s coaching
experience?
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5 . From your perspective, what interfered with your client’ s coaching
experience?

6.

What would have made this a better experience for your

7.

What changes did your client make during your coaching

client?

relationship?

8 . How can One to One make this an even better experience than it was for
you?

9.

What did you learn about yourself as a coach from this

MAY WE USE YOUR NAME AND COMMENTS IN OUR
_____ NO, THANKS

_____ YES, NAME AND COMMENTS

experience?

LITERATURE?

_____ YES, COMMENTS ONLY
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What’s Next….?
(a Post-Coaching Plan)
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What’s Next…? As you near the end of your coaching relationship,
we want to give you a gift to take with you into your future. Your
coach will help you create post- coaching goals for every area of your
life. You can figure out goals that are short term, long term, or a
combination of each along with recording what’s most important for
you in your life. You can also create a timeline for the steps that need
to be completed in order to reach your goals

Each page of What’s Next…? provides a structure for you to record
your goals and track your progress toward that goal. You may choose
to use either the narrative or chart form – which ever you prefer. The
booklet contains enough pages for you to create up to 3 goals for each
area of your life.

You may use What’s Next…? immediately upon finishing of your
coaching relationship with your One to One coach, or you may use it
at a later date.

Whenever you use What’s Next…? you will be reminded of your goals,
how you plan to achieve those goals, a timeline for completing your
goals, and a reminder of the other people in your life that will help and
support you in reaching your goals.

Return to this document often. Celebrate your accomplishments. Enjoy
it as you create and re-create the future that you want for the rest of
your life.

Fondly,
One to One Women Coaching Women
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What’s Inside…?

What’s Next… for my Work/Job/Career?

What’s Next… for my Fun and Recreation?

What’s Next… for my Money/Finances?

What’s Next… for my Personal Growth/Spirituality?

What’s Next… for my Health?

What’s Next… for my Physical Environment?

What’s Next… with my Significant Other/Romance?

What’s Next… with my Relationships (Family and Friends)?
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What’s Next… for my Work/Job/Career?
What’s going on now?

What do I really want? (goals, desires)

When do I want it? (date, deadline)

What steps will I take to get there?

When will I complete this step?

1—

Date:

2—

Date:

3—

Date:

4—

Date:

Who can help (or support) me?

What help (or support) I want:

How will I feel when this is done?

What’s Next…..?
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What’s Next… for my Fun and Relaxation?
What’s going on now?

What do I really want? (goals, desires)

When do I want it? (date, deadline)

What steps will I take to get there?

When will I complete this step?

1—

Date:

2—

Date:

3—

Date:

4—

Date:

Who can help (or support) me?

What help (or support) I want:

How will I feel when this is done?

What’s Next…..?
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What’s Next… for my Money/Finances?
What’s going on now?

What do I really want? (goals, desires)

When do I want it? (date, deadline)

What steps will I take to get there?

When will I complete this step?

1—

Date:

2—

Date:

3—

Date:

4—

Date:

Who can help (or support) me?

What help (or support) I want:

How will I feel when this is done?

What’s Next…..?
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What’s Next… for my Personal Growth/Spirituality?
What’s going on now?

What do I really want? (goals, desires)

When do I want it? (date, deadline)

What steps will I take to get there?

When will I complete this step?

1—

Date:

2—

Date:

3—

Date:

4—

Date:

Who can help (or support) me?

What help (or support) I want:

How will I feel when this is done?

What’s Next…..?
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What’s Next… for my Health?
What’s going on now?

What do I really want? (goals, desires)

When do I want it? (date, deadline)

What steps will I take to get there?

When will I complete this step?

1—

Date:

2—

Date:

3—

Date:

4—

Date:

Who can help (or support) me?

What help (or support) I want:

How will I feel when this is done?

What’s Next…..?
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What’s Next… for my Physical Environment?
What’s going on now?

What do I really want? (goals, desires)

When do I want it? (date, deadline)

What steps will I take to get there?

When will I complete this step?

1—

Date:

2—

Date:

3—

Date:

4—

Date:

Who can help (or support) me?

What help (or support) I want:

How will I feel when this is done?

What’s Next…..?
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What’s Next… for my Significant Other/Romance?
What’s going on now?

What do I really want? (goals, desires)

When do I want it? (date, deadline)

What steps will I take to get there?

When will I complete this step?

1—

Date:

2—

Date:

3—

Date:

4—

Date:

Who can help (or support) me?

What help (or support) I want:

How will I feel when this is done?

What’s Next…..?
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What’s Next… for my Relationships (Family & Friends)?
What’s going on now?

What do I really want? (goals, desires)

When do I want it? (date, deadline)

What steps will I take to get there?

When will I complete this step?

1—

Date:

2—

Date:

3—

Date:

4—

Date:

Who can help (or support) me?

What help (or support) I want:

How will I feel when this is done?

What’s Next…..?
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Final 4 Questions

Dear (insert client’s name),
We are nearing the final three of our 26 calls and I wanted us to make
preparation for that time, your launch time. My goal for you is that you
will continue growing, achieving, and being brilliant, that you will
continue to dream dreams, set goals, develop action plans, and
celebrate a life that is extraordinary! To prepare for that, I would like
for you to reflect on the following questions so that we can talk about
them together. Please write your responses to these reflection
questions prior to call 24. Use whatever space you need.
1. What have you learned and/or taught yourself as a result of our
work together?

2. What are the goals, dreams and desires that you wish to
continue working towards?

3. How will you keep your goals, dreams and desires ALIVE and
moving?

4. If we were to meet face to face in 6 months, what would you be
celebrating?
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Appendix
Coach Referral Service Agreement
Clients
 Clients who are deemed coachable after an initial interview and review
of paperwork, but do not meet One to One’s financial guidelines will
be given the names and contact information for coaches participating
in the coach referral service, which is a reduced fee service – if they
wish this option.
 The potential client will assume the responsibility for contacting the
coaches and making her own decision of which coach, if any, to use.
Coaches
 Coaches who wish to participate in this referral program will be asked
to sign this agreement form.
 For a coach to participate in this program, she must have successfully
completed one client and currently be coaching a One to One client as
a volunteer coach.
 The coaching fee agreement will be the responsibility of the coach and
client involved; One to One will have no part in this discussion.
 After a coach makes an agreement with a client, the coach will send
One to One a Processing Fee equivalent to the fee for one session, or
at least $50, to cover administrative/processing costs.
 One to One discourages additional coaching for clients beyond the 26
weeks of pro bono coaching. However, if requested, a time of four
months must elapse before additional coaching begins. The client
must contact her former coach, who then notifies the Coach Services
Director of the continuation of coaching with a former client. The
coach must give a one-time gift of one session, or at least $50, to One
to One.
 We request no free coaching following our generous services.
I want to participate in One to One’s Coach Referral Service and I agree to
abide by the conditions listed above.
Coach Name
Date
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Coach Process and Guidelines
(On-line Coach Orientation Script)

Coaches Agreement:
Once you’ve been screened and accepted into One to One (OtO) the
first thing that is required is for you to fill in the Coach Data Form AND
The Coaches Agreement. Finally, you need a brief letter of
recommendation from a coaching instructor or mentor. As you will read
in the agreement, what you are agreeing to is that you will
coach each OtO client for 26 sessions, a minimum of 45 minutes a
week for 26 weeks or 7 months, whichever comes first. This means that
if for some reason many sessions have been missed, when you get to
six months, you should begin the what’s next phase to allow for a
transition that keeps the coaching benefits intact. You are also
committing to being on call for at least 6 of the 12 monthly community
training calls. Not only do you earn advanced ICF training hours for
these calls, they are a great way to build community with the other OtO
coaches. If you miss a call you can listen to the recordings (although
you won’t earn the hours unless you are actually on the “live” call.).
The Coach-Client Relationship:
This relationship is similar to, but not identical to the coach client
relationships you have studied and mastered in your coach training
programs. Many of these clients have never thought about what it
would be like to be truly listened to. (or gotten to be listened
to,) They have Never had the luxury of actually pulling out their goals
and values and it may take them some time to do so. Allow your client
plenty of time to explore what it's like to be heard; to have her
thoughts and needs listened to before you move into creating action
plans for goals. What initially appears to be their biggest goal, may in
fact turn out not to be their goal. They may be identifying what they
think they should want rather than what they actually want for
themselves. Our mission at OtO is less about helping clients solve their
presenting problems and more about empowering them, teaching them
to trust themselves and their desires and then giving them tools to
pursue those goals and dreams.
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OtO was founded by coaches who trained in the Falling Awake method
and so one of the cornerstones of that method is an important part of
the OtO model as well. This important cornerstone is
Celebration. Beginning each session by asking your client what they
are grateful for and celebrating helps remind them that no matter what
else is going on in their world, they still have things to celebrate. This
creates a foundation to build on, rather than looking strictly at what
isn't working and trying to remediate it. Clients go from simply
celebrating joyful occasions or good fortune, to celebrating little things
that we often take for granted, as well as important relationships (even
ones that aren't always easy). They may even begin to celebrate and
be grateful for their problems, which give them opportunities to grow
and teach them more about what they want as they sometimes
experience what they don't want.
You will also want to ask clients at the end of each session what they
are taking away from that session. This may be phrased as Discovery
and Intention, e.g., What did you learn, re-learn, discover, or rediscover about yourself today and what are your intentions between
now and our next session? Encourage your clients to make intentions a
commitment and to only commit to what they are serious about
undertaking, but nudge them to stretch themselves just a
bit. Intentions may also be ways of being, and do not necessarily need
to be action steps. For example, "I intend to be more light-hearted this
week."
You will read in your Coaching manual the outlining of the 26 sessions
you will be leading your client through. You should read this in detail
but what is most important is how the first 6 sessions are really about
establishing the coach client relationship, setting the tone, modeling
behavior for the client – that you are reliable, that you are prompt, that
if you make a commitment, you follow through with it and that you
LISTEN. And that you listen really carefully – so that your client has
the feeling that they are TRULY being heard. This is also the time – in
these beginning sessions you are going to introduce the Wheel of Life
and the other assessments.
Sessions 7-22 are really about the quality of the relationship that you
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are establishing with your client. Managing the sessions, supporting
them to actually follow through with their goals, building this trust and
rapport, holding their desires and identifying habits that be tweaked,
goals and values that may be emerging or evolving, sometimes it’s their
spiritual agenda. Really getting clear about what it is that the Client
wants and monitoring both their behavior and the relationship so that
they can really move their life into one that is responsible, productive
and hopefully joyful.
Between sessions 7 and 22 also comes a mid-term review from the
client.
Then Sessions 23-26 are about making sure that the client is
equipped to go on, to find supportive people, to be able to continue to
clarify what their goals and values are, and to find people to help
support that to happen. This is also the time to complete
the final wheel of life and assessment tools – both for the client to be
able to track their own journey and improvement but also as an
assessment by which One to One can measure it’ s success and
communicate that to donors, and both Client and Coach will fill out final
evaluations.
Session Preparation Form:
Another great tool from the One to One package is the session
preparation form. This can be found in the appendix of your coach
manual. The session preparation form is a way of structuring the
session. You can ask your client to send it to you the day before the
session so that you can really digest the issues that are going to
become the content of the upcoming session.
Some clients really appreciate the structure and they will be glad to fill
this out and submit it ahead of time. Some clients won’t, and if they
don’t, it doesn’t have to be a sticking point. It REALLY can be a tool for
you to help structure the conversation, so that even if they haven’t
submitted the form this can still be the skeleton of what should be
accomplished in each of your sessions.
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Mentors:
Each of the Coaches at OtO are assigned a mentor. This is the
person you can and should talk to when you are having challenges in
your relationship with your client. The coach should never be working
harder than the client, so if you find that you are, talk with your
mentor. If you are having a hard time building rapport with your client,
this is another great time to check in with your mentor. Any place at all
where the coaching relationship feels challenging or difficult - this is the
time to bring it to your mentor.
Your mentor will contact you initially. It's likely that you will schedule
your next mentoring session during the initial one but if not, then the
coach is responsible for seeking out their mentor for the supervisory
sessions during your coaching period. In general, you will meet with
your mentor at least 2 times per client, but this is subject to your needs
and what the mentor feels is appropriate, however for your first OtoO
Client THIS IS REQUIRED!
Coaching Logs:
You will be sent some forms to download in order to keep track of your
sessions, your mentoring calls and your participation in OtO community
calls. These forms must be submitted monthly.
Ending the Coach-Client Relationship:
At the end of each coaching client relationship there is a final
evaluation which is important for you to fill out. It is located in the
appendix of the coaches manual and is fairly self-explanatory. This
gives you, the coach, the opportunity to evaluate what the experience
was like for you. There is also a final client evaluation and
the assessments and wheel of life charts to be done again so that the
coach and the client can share and celebrate the clients progress. This
final evaluation paperwork is also critical to One to One because these
assessments allow us to document the success of One to One and help
us substantiate the organization to potential funding sources.
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What’s Next:
The What’s Next “booklet” also found in the appendix of your manual
correlates to the various quadrants of the wheel of life chart. For
example:
What’s’ Next - career
What do I want / goals and desires
When do I want it?
What steps will I take to get there?
When will I compete it?
Who will help support me?
What help or support do I want?
When do I want this to be completed?
The importance of breaking down these steps are to insure that the
Client REALLY CAN continue what’s been started with you, their coach.
The Final 4 Questions:
The Final 4 Questions (see Tools and Resources page 56 for details) is
an alternative to the What’s Next “booklet” to bring loving closure to
your coaching relationship and launch your client forward into her
future without a coach.
Life By Design:
Another of the amazing resources available for our member coaches of
One to One is the Life By Design Workshop. This workshop, fashioned
from the principals of Dave Ellis’s Falling Awake Program. It includes
an outline and tools to lead a Life By Design Workshop – either for
potential One to One clients in your area OR for you to facilitate a Life
By Design workshop, charging the participants and contributing a
portion to One to One.
Peer Group Support:
Another great resource that OtO makes available approximately
quarterly, is a Peer Group Support. In Peer Group Support, one coach
takes an issue that they are having with a client (it could be a private
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client) and presents it to the other coaches for feedback. This is done
with a facilitator from One to One and in a very formulated, structured
safe and confidential manner. This is a great problem solving tool for
the coach who is featured but also a good way for us as OtO coaches
to share tips, tools and ideas.
Blending Your Style With the OtO Model:
We value all the tools, techniques and experience that come from your
training and unique style of coaching and want you to feel comfortable
using them in conjunction with the One to One model. The model is a
foundation that each OtO coach is asked to use, but what you decide to
add to that is entirely up to you.
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Mentoring Guidelines
All coaches who are new to One to One are required to work with a
One to One mentor while coaching their first One to One client. For
subsequent One to One clients, coaches are encouraged to consult their
assigned mentor regarding any questions, concerns and celebrations.
Mentoring is an integral way for One to One to support its coaches. It
is also a quality assurance tool. The mentoring program helps One to
One ensure that all One to One coaches are offering the same model
and quality of service to our clients. Mentoring helps our coaches (new
and experienced) become and remain familiar with the details of the
One to One Coaching Model and Methods.
Mentoring is an opportunity for all One to One coaches to have
someone to turn to with questions or concerns. Mentors debrief, affirm
and empower their mentee coaches, and answer or find out the
answers to their questions.

Requirements for Coaches
All coaches will be assigned a mentor. New coaches are required to
have a least 2 sessions with their mentor while working with their first
One to One client. Experienced One to One coaches have sessions with
their mentor on an as needed basis.
 The coach initiates contact and calls her mentor at a mutually
agreed upon time for mentoring sessions, unless otherwise
decided between the coach and her mentor
 The two required mentoring sessions for new One to One coaches
should total at least 60 minutes—about 30 minutes apiece
 The coach and her mentor will decide together how to structure
and schedule their mentoring relationship
Throughout her time with One to One each coach is encouraged to
contact her mentor in a timely fashion regarding any issues or concerns
regarding her One to One coaching. The mentoring program was
designed to support and assist coaches. Do not hesitate to contact
your mentor.
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How to Use Mentoring Sessions
 Be prepared





Have a celebration or an issue to discuss
Know you can talk about any client, not just One to One clients.
Bring any questions about the One to One model or methods
Know that the session is typically 30 minutes and that you can
talk about a variety of issues
 You may want to discuss a troubling or an ethical issue
 You may ask for specific input, advice, coaching, teaching,
referral or resource information

Benefits of Mentoring
 A place for professional growth, to be supported in your coaching
and to assist you in making coaching decisions
 An opportunity to do “possibility thinking”; what else or how else
could I have done it?
 A non-judgmental space and relationship
 An opportunity to feel connected
 Your mentor is only a phone call or email away
 The mentoring program allows coaches to have a better
understanding of how the organization and it’s model and
methods work

Requirements for Mentors
 Mentors are appointed by the Coach Services Director
 Mentors must have coached at least two One to One clients for a
full period (26 weekly calls or 7 months, whichever comes first)
and must be knowledgeable about the One to One model
 Mentors agree to use the One to One model as the basis of their
mentoring and to model coaching as a part of their mentoring
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 Mentors will be notified when each of their new mentee coaches
is assigned her first client, and should initiate contact with her
mentee coach to begin the mentoring process
 Mentors have the option of supporting their mentee coaches via
group conference calls when that would be an effective way for a
mentor and her coaches to consult together
 Mentors will review client evaluations for their mentee coaches
 Each mentor agrees to two 1-hour phone meetings with other
mentors per year
 Additional calls among mentors may be scheduled based on need.
 Mentors may bring issues they are unclear about to the mentor
group call, or they may go directly to a Leadership Team for
questions about any One to One model and methods
 Mentors keep a log of the coaches they mentor including the date
and how much time is spent with each one.
 Mentors should read all the client evaluations and contact the
coach if there are any concerns.
 The estimated annual time commitment for each mentee coach is
1 – 2 hours per new coach and as needed for experienced One to
One coaches, although the time commitment for mentoring
coaches will vary, and depends on the needs and expertise of
each coach.
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Peer Group Support
GENERAL GUIDELINES
Purpose: Peer Group Support is the processing of the inner
experiences of life coaches that are evoked during sessions in order to
help them grow in awareness of their reactions and responses, to allow
them to respond in the most congruent and free manner, and to
maintain a focus of flow with the highest potential. Other tasks and
benefits may occur through supervision in the consultation portion of
the session, such as guiding, consulting, teaching and personal growth;
however they are secondary tasks and occur only after the primary
purpose of professional growth as a coach is served.

Context: The group provides a container, a supportive and safe space
within which the supervisee has the opportunity to listen to herself out
loud. This time is for her professional growth, and so takes place in an
open and caring environment. The group members bring their coaching
skills and sensibilities to the session and their interactions should
emphasize the qualities of attentive listening to one another and active
witnessing for moments of deep insight. Each person will try to be fully
present and respond to moments of wisdom available underneath the
words. They will sense and respond to the movement of intuition,
allowing insights to surface rather than trying to come up with
responses.

Times are suggestions and are to be adjusted as desired. The aim is to
complete the session in approximately one to one and a half hours.
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COACHING EXPERIENCES TO BRING TO PEER GROUP SUPPORT
(Inspired by the work of Maureen Conroy RSM)
Experiences include, but are not limited to:
1. The coach’s own interior movements, experiences, and feelings
while providing coaching, including:
a.

b.

2.

Dissonant experiences, such as agitation, distraction,
boredom, anxiety, envy, fear, anger, frustration, impatience,
distancing from authentic self or from the client, etc. These
dissonant reactions form the bulk of supervision.
Consonant experiences, such as joy, gratitude, peace, and
love. Noticing and savoring such experiences in supervision
helps the coach to recognize, savor and respond to client’s
experiences of celebration; develop an attitude of
attentiveness to her own interior reactions to the client’s
experiences, and help clients to linger with their experiences
of success and celebration.

Areas of Constriction, Vulnerability and/or Brokenness:
a.

b.
c.
d.
e.

Personal, unhealed issues that seem to get “triggered:” the
client’s issues really mirror the coach’s own issues, creating
a big inner reaction. Issues such as grief, loss, intimacy
issues, addictions and compulsions, sexuality, etc.
The need to fix, change the client or the situation.
Feeling pressure to do it right, say the right things, be
“profound.”
Analyzing and using the head to problem solve rather than
the listening heart and attentive attitude.
Any very strong feelings, positive or negative, toward the
client.

3.
Moral, ethical, cultural, ethnic, gender and spiritual differences
that create inner turmoil or discomfort, for example:
a.

Reactions to a client rationalizing behaviors that the coach
feels are immoral and/or abusive.
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b.
c.

Discomfort with a different concept of lifestyles than the
coach has.
Coach needs to process differences in social status and
cultural values, i.e., a contrast in how a client views wealth
or privilege, poverty or marginalization.

4.
Issues related to the development of an attitude and approach of
deep listening. Here the coach may become aware that the client’s
goals are not being attended to adequately during the sessions. The
client’s relationship with her challenges, life purpose and life plan has
become secondary to discussion of distractions in the client’s life. The
sessions may resemble counseling or advice sessions too closely. This
loss of focus through superficialities can manifest in various ways, such
as:
a.
b.
c.

Recognizing that the coach is talking too much, or working
too hard
Problem solving and advice giving
Becoming bored and frustrated because the coach gets
caught in the same struggle as the client.

5.
Shortcomings or Vulnerable Areas and Feelings of Inadequacy, for
example:
a.
b.
c.

d.

Difficulty in letting go of intellectual perspectives and
opening to inner guidance
Difficulty being in touch with the coach’s own feelings so
therefore it’s difficult to help others explore theirs.
Feeling inadequate while savoring client’s experiences and
exploring the coach’s own “counter-movements.” The
coach brings these to supervision to gain confidence in
staying with a client’s positive experience while managing
her own possible feelings such as inadequacy, envy,
jealousy or other emotions.
Feeling inadequate to deal with the depth of pain or need
for healing in the client.
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6.
Significant Breakthroughs. A coach may come to understand a
certain dynamic or experience a significant breakthrough in a difficult
area. During supervision the coach may wish to explore a new insight
or celebrate a long-awaited discovery, for example:
a.
b.
c.

Understanding experientially what it means to be a
companion and not a problem solver.
Feeling what it is like to let go of the “teacher” role and to
be truly evocative, that is, helping the client savor an
experience rather than giving instructions or advice.
Experiencing a strong confirmation to the call of coaching
during a session after a period of uncertainty.

7.
The Relationship between Coach and Client. The coach and client
experience a relational dynamic that interferes with the coaching
encounter including:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Strong feelings, either positive (e.g. falling in love, sexual
attraction, idealization) or negative (e.g. fear, anger, feeling
controlled or manipulated)
Felt sense of power struggles
Issues of transference and countertransference (one or the
other projects feelings and attitudes from a past relationship,
usually parental, onto the other).
Painful termination of a coaching relationship, past or
present.

8. Challenges with the OtO model: Feelings that the model is limiting,
constraining or in other ways dissonant with personal beliefs/needs.
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WRITE UP GUIDELINES FOR THE PRESENTER
Prepare a written narrative (about a page long) of what you are
bringing for peer group support.
Remember that the goal is to present yourself in relation to the client,
and not the client in relation to yourself. The presentation can include
a specific incident in a coaching session, a description of a relationship
as it has developed over time, a brief account of a moment that
seemed especially wonderful or problematic, or a follow up of a
relationship previously presented.
Include the following information in your narrative:
1. Factual information and background. Give basic information about
the relationship. Who is the client (no real names or identifying
labels, etc. Confidentiality is crucial.) How was the relationship
initiated? What is its duration, its parameters and how was it
defined?
2. What personal feelings or reactions do you have about the
relationship? Trace the evolution of your feelings or reactions, if
necessary (You may want to give a synopsis of a particular
session or incident within a session). How do you feel about
yourself in this relationship?
3. What is your perception of the session/relationship/moment? How
would you describe your alignment with your purpose and values
in this relationship? How would you describe your alignment with
your goals as a OTO coach? Where do you sense, feel, and see
the highest potential at work in this relationship?
4. Conclude your summary with a clear statement that will focus the
attention of the group on the help that you want:
“What I most want your help with is

.”
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It is essential that this statement be as focused and as clear as
you can make it. What you may want is help getting clear on the
issue. If so, please be as succinct as you can about your lack of
clarity.

5. Do you want a consultation? (Specific input, advice, teaching,
referral or resource information etc.)
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GUIDELINES FOR THE FACILITATOR
The facilitator duty is rotated from session to session among the peer
supervision group members. The role includes:
- helping to set the container for the session e.g. beginning with a
meditation or a poem reading
- timekeeping
- directing the session through the different steps
- making sure that the focus remains on the coach presenter and
not on the client’s issues – gently bringing the group’s focus back
when it wanders from this focus
- facilitating discussion, encouraging group to be succinct and to
send on purpose
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SESSION FORMAT
Min
2-3

2-3

2-3

Up to
15

Activity
1. Creating the supportive space – The facilitator creates a
supportive and safe place for the peer group support process.
She mentions confidentiality and that it will be addressed
formally towards the end of the session. She leads the group
into silence, inviting an open attitude and an intention for the
highest potential of the presenter. A meditation, quote, poetry
reading or other means of inviting such a stance may be used by
the facilitator.
2. Presentation by the supervisee life coach. The facilitator
asks the presenting coach to read the narrative to the group.
The group remains in silence and in a thoughtful listening mode.
3. Silence – The facilitator asks the group to take several
moments of silence to allow their minds and hearts to
absorb the presenter’s experience and to become aware of
their own felt sense of the narrative. The group members
may circle words or phrases in the narrative that draw
their attention. They are looking for clarification or
exploration questions arising from the silence that either
may allow the listener to better receive and hear the
presenter, or that help the presenter to “unpack” deeper
feelings and explore the experiential reasons for her
reactions during the coaching session being offered. In
other words, the questions should help the listeners to
better hear the presenter, and/or the presenter to better
hear herself. See examples of
clarification/exploration questions following this
section.
4. Clarification/Exploration Questions – The clarification
and exploration questions are posed to the presenter. The
presenter responds in order to clarify for herself and for
the listeners and if she feels moved to share some
“unpacking” of deeper feelings.
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Min
2-3

Up to
15

1-3

5-10

5

Up to
10

Activity
5. Silence and reflection – The facilitator directs the group
listeners to ask for inner guidance for discernment, to notice and
identify a significant insight that can be shared with the
presenter. Each group member (if/as they feel called) will share
one observation, insight, image, feeling, suggestion or question
that can assist the presenter’s ongoing growth. It can be an
insight, image or feeling that became clear during group
exploration or that comes during the silence. The silence is also
a time for the presenter to review her inner experience, paying
particular attention to any difference or shifts within herself.
6. Sharing of Reflections – One group member is asked to
volunteer to scribe and captures the comments for the
presenter. She will email the comments to the presenter after
the peer supervision session. The group members, if/as they feel
called, then share their image, insight, question or feeling that
came to them during the silence. The presenter listens in
silence.
7. Period of silence – This period of silence is an opportunity
for the presenter to absorb the group’s reflections. It’s also an
opportunity for the listeners to write a discovery intention
statement of their personal learnings/insights etc..
8. Comments from presenter and group - The presenter
shares any insights or shifts/movement that has occurred for her
during the experience – her discovery/intention. Listeners may
share their discovery/intentions as moved to do so.
9. Reflecting on the process - The facilitator leads a
discussion on the group process during the session. Where was
the focus in the session? How was the presenter assisted in
better hearing her inner attitudes and feelings? Discuss times
where we might have been off track focusing on the client, or
problem solving, engaging in intellectual discussion and analysis.
How were we attentive to the highest potential during the
session?
10. Consultation, if requested – this is the time to discuss
and advise the presenter regarding specific problems/issues with
their coaching. The presenter coach may ask for specific input,
advice, teaching, referral or resource information.
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Min
2

2-3

Activity
11. Clarification of confidentiality – the presenter chooses
whether and/or how she wishes group members to bring up
session material. Options are:
1) presenter is open to talking about material once the
session is over.
2) presenter wants some time (presenter to specify
length of time) for integration and reflection before
having the session material brought back to them.
3) presenter does not want any further discussion
outside the supervision session unless initiated by
her.
The group members also have an opportunity to ask for specific
confidentiality, if desired.
12. Planning for next peer supervision session – The date
as well as the presenter and facilitator for the next session are
confirmed with all the members.
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CLARIFICATION AND EXPLORATION QUESTIONS
The following are examples of categories and questions that might be
useful as a means for the peer group support to better hear and receive
the presenter and/or for the presenter to better hear herself. The list is
not meant to be exhaustive, and the guiding principle is a supportive
openness to the deep questions that arise within us.
Exploring Inner Freedom in the Relationship
 What kind of agreement exists in this coach/client relationship
and is the nature of the agreement clear to both parties?
 How does the presenter see her professional purpose, values and
highest potential active in the coaching relationship and in the life
of the client? Are there any signs of movement of deep intuition
for the coach? Ways in which each is a gift for the other? Is
mutual periodic evaluation built into the relationship?
 How does the presenter feel before and after meeting with the
client?
 Are there issues of dependency, attachment, sexuality, anger,
power or manipulation that need to be addressed? Is there
any challenge to the presenter’s values, beliefs? Are these
seen as invitations to growth?
Exploring Inner Freedom of the Presenter
 What attitude does the presenter bring to her coaching? How
does she prepare? What is the quality of her attention
during sessions?
 Can the presenter confront issues and say “hard things”? What
are the ethics and integrity of the presenter in this
situation?
 Does the presenter give sufficient attention to the life context of
the client? Can the presenter understand and speak the
“language” of the client?
 Is the presenter trapped by self-consciousness or absorbed with
“trying to get it right”?
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Exploring Attentiveness to the Highest Potential
 How does the presenter see discernment happening in this
relationship? Is the presenter enabling insights in the
client?
 How does the presenter deal with the client’s ups and downs?
How is she affected by her own experience of ups and
downs?
 What is the degree of trust in the coaching process as opposed to
reliance solely on personal competence?
 How does the presenter’s spiritual and psychological knowledge
serve the relationship? Does the presenter rely too much
on knowledge at the expense of openness to intuition/inner
wisdom?
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